
 
 
 
 
 
 

Psychanalyse d’un meuble à quatre pattes 
 

L’Ameublement français Exhibition celebrates the French High Manufactures 
based on an original idea by Vincent Darré 

 
September 8 to 18, 2022 - Monnaie de Paris 

 

 



Wood, metal, gold leaf, lacquer, leather or thread, the French Manufactures of Haute facture, imagine 
and shape unique and exceptional pieces of furniture, decorative objects and custom-made 
decorations for the most beautiful decoration projects. Techniques and materials are reinvented 
according tó their inspirations and their collaborations with architects, decorators, artists and 
designers for ever more creative creations throughout the world.  
 
To carry the message of these Houses, CHARLES PARIS, DUVIVIER CANAPES, ATELIERS FAURE, 
MAISON LUCIEN GAU, PHILIPPE HUREL, LE LIT NATIONAL, ATELIER MIDAVAINE, MOISSONNIER, 
OBJET DE CURIOSITE, POUENAT, ROBERT FOUR, TAILLARDAT, VOLEVATCH, L’Ameublement français 
is creating the event under the sign of audacity, with a singular exhibition unveiled during the Paris 
Design Week 2022.  
 
“As time went by, the idea became clear. That of an initiatory journey, as if we were studying 
childhood, the formation of a piece of furniture, its construction, how it is made... 
Wondering where they are, visitors enter a dark room where a golden shower is enthroned.  
Is it Dr Caligari's office? But turning around, the surprise of a Vasarely-style pop-colour perspective 
changes the mood. 
The dialogue between furniture and decorative arts begins in this succession of opposing tones. On 
the bevelled walls of pyramidal accumulations, mirror frames spring up, inside, still lifes composed of 
metaphysical objects looking like masterpieces of French craftsmanship. They are confronted with the 
instruments of their making.  Here, lacquer faces raw metal, tapestry like a painting exhibition faces 
inlaid wood. Magnifying glasses are attached to the frames to zoom in on the delicacy of the work.  
The furniture comes out of the facades, the chair tips over into a psyche, it is the art of living upside 
down. The walk ends with a chandelier in a cage surrounded by cubist woodwork.  
 
French furniture in all its aspects, in its most complete palette, is freely offered in the anachronistic 
form of a cabinet of curiosities where the classic is opposed to the modern and the ingenuity of French 
craftsmanship is revealed under the microscope in a psychedelic labyrinth", says Vincent Darré, 
decorator and designer. 
 
 
 
 
Martin Pietri, President of “Haute facture de l'Ameublement français” group and of the EMBLEM 
factories  
"We wanted to tell the story of rare crafts, French excellence and the ability to reinvent know-how 
through an installation with a bold artistic approach. Vincent Darré was an obvious choice.  
In the form of a revisited cabinet of curiosities where luxury finishes and gestures are combined - 
tapestry, cabinet making, ironwork, goldsmithing, lacquer, bronze, leather, creation around the rare 
object - Vincent Darré has put all his talent and imagination at the service of the greatest French crafts 
to create a powerful installation in which he has been able to slip his sense of humour and offer an 
exhibition that is out of the ordinary.  
Not forgetting the highlighting of iconic pieces from each House, some of which have never been 
shown before because they all create exceptional furniture".    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



About l’Ameublement français 
L’Ameublement français is a professional organisation that brings together 380 French companies 
involved in the manufacture of furniture and the fitting out of living spaces. As an accelerator of its 
industry, l’Ameublement français facilitates the conquest of national and international markets by its 
members, encourages innovation and know-how in order to adapt to the challenges of tomorrow and 
is committed to a virtuous and sustainable sector. L’Ameublement français provides its members with 
resources and initiates collective actions to encourage sharing with all the players in the value chain, 
from the object to the project. Convinced of the strength of the collective, l’Ameublement français is 
a committed player on the political, economic, and social scenes to promote industrial excellence and 
the French art of living, under the banner “My furniture is french“. thefrenchfurniture.com 
 
 
About Monnaie de Paris  
A unique institution located in the heart of Paris, Monnaie de Paris pursues its original mission, 
entrusted in 864: minting coins for the State. It is the oldest of French institutions and the oldest 
company in the world. Behind the doors of an 18th century palace, Monnaie de Paris houses the last 
Parisian factory in operation, supporting artistic craftsmanship through the production of exceptional 
products (medals, coins, decorations, works of art) in the historic workshops of the Quai de Conti. 
Monnaie de Paris is also located in Pessac (Gironde), where current and foreign coins as well as 
collector coins are produced, thanks to high-level industrial expertise. The Parisian site offers, thanks 
to its museum, a remarkable and sensory collection, between heritage collections and views of the art 
workshops. This unique identity and this exceptional heritage make Monnaie de Paris a key cultural 
player. 
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Follow us on instagram ! #frenchhautefacture @myfurnitureisfrench 
 

@myfurnitureisfrench #lameublementfrançais @ParisDesignWeek @vincentdarré @MonnaieDeParis  
 

 
 
 

An exhibition produced with the support of Monnaie de Paris, Codifab and IFCIC 
"Partner event of the Paris Design Week” 


